
MANAV RACHNA UNIVERSITY

STUDENT WELFARE

The Student Welfare aims for the development and welfare of
the University’s students and helps them enhance their skills and

talent through various events.

With a motive to promote participation in various literary,
cultural, artistic, etc events. SW has always been there standing
for/beside the students of Manav Rachna and will continue their

efforts to encourage them.



NUKKAD NATAK 

5TH SEPTEMBER 2023

BLOOD DONATION

The Nukkad Natak organized by  
Khalbali society (dramatic society),
which successfully conveyed the
message of blood donation to a
diverse audience. The engaging
performance and informative
content played a crucial role in
encouraging individuals to consider
voluntary blood donation. With
strategic planning and continued
community engagement, similar
events can effectively raise
awareness and contribute to a
steady and sufficient blood supply
for those in need.



6TH SEPTEMBER, 2023

VILLAGE VISIT
NUKKAD NATAK

The village visit was successful in spreading awareness about blood
donation and its critical role in saving lives. The interactive sessions and the
blood donation camp encouraged several villagers to voluntarily donate
blood, contributing to the enhancement of the village's healthcare support
system. The team intends to continue these efforts in collaboration with
local communities to promote regular blood donation and create a culture
of saving lives through such noble acts.



15TH SEPTEMBER 2023

BLOOD DONATION
CAMP

The blood donation camp played a vital role in bolstering the local
blood supply. The event was successful in attracting a significant
number of donors and collecting a substantial quantity of blood

units. With careful planning and continuous community
engagement, future blood donation camps can achieve even

greater success in fulfilling the crucial need for a sufficient and safe
blood supply.



The most prestigious festival for North East Students organized by My
Home India, North East Student Festival 2023 (NESt Fest 2023) was held
at Talkatora Stadium in Delhi. Nest.Fest 2023, which lasted from
morning to evening, mesmerized people with the vibrant colours of art
and culture of the North-East States. More than Ten thousand North
East Students and Delhiites embraced the extravaganza from morning
to late evening in NESt Fest 2023 at Talkatora Stadium in Delhi

16TH SEPTEMBER 2023

NEST FEST 2023



19TH SEPTEMBER 2023

TRUE SPIRIT
The True Spirit Shop’s grand opening
was nothing short of spectacular! It was
a joyous celebration that brought smiles
to people of all ages. From the moment
the doors swung open, the atmosphere
was filled with excitement and
anticipation.
Fashion enthusiasts and trendsetters
were in for a treat as the True Spirit
Shop unveiled its exquisite collection of
stylish threads. From chic outfits to
casual wear, there was something for
every fashion taste. It was a paradise for
those looking to elevate their wardrobe
game.
The Coke Studio vibe was another
highlight of the grand opening. It added
an electrifying energy to the event,
making it feel like a music festival. It was
a fusion of art, culture, and music that
left everyone in awe.



27TH SEPTEMBER 2023

FIRST PLACE TRIUMPH: NOORA FASHION
SOCIETY AT PRIZM FASHION SHOW

Noora Fashion Society achieved significant success at the GD Goenka
University Annual Fashion Extravaganza on September 27, 2023, securing 2
nd position in the team performance category and claiming the 1 st prize in
the duet performance category. Their team performance demonstrated
outstanding creativity and synchronization, blending contemporary an
traditional elements seamlessly. In the duet performance, the society
showcased remarkable artistry and chemistry, conveying emotions and
narratives effectively. These victories reflect their dedication, hard work, and
commitment to pushing creative boundaries, setting a high standard for
excellence within the university community and inspiring future
achievements in  the world of fashion and performance.
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